The new Cargo Storage Floor installed on the 2021 Chevy Tahoe
*Polycarbonate cover on 3rd compartment for display purposes only

ORGANIZATION AND STORAGE

CARGO STORAGE FLOOR

CARGO STORAGE FLOOR
Pro-gard’s new Cargo Storage Floor, three-compartment storage system, expands the cargo
area allowing the officer to stow a wide range of equipment, weapons and electronics.
The CSF creates an elevated floor in the cargo area of the 2021 Chevy Tahoe, providing
the convenience to readily store and access gear and weapons. The three unique hinged
storage compartments are installed with push-button latches to easily open and close
each compartment as needed.

CARGO STORAGE FLOOR FEATURES
First compartment effortlessly stores weapons and is equipped locking hinged lid.

» Creates an elevated floor in the cargo area
allowing additional gear to be stored on top
of the storage floor

» Made of powder-coated 14 gauge steel
» Each compartment has push-button latches
» Easy to install, securely mounts directly to the
floor using existing OEM mounting points

» Mounts with or without our Cargo Barrier
» Works with OEM seats (PPV/SSV)

Provides three unique hinged storage areas

» 1st Compartment: Lockable area for weapons
or other sensitive gear

» 2nd Compartment: For storing equipment
or duty gear

» 3rd Compartment: Stores electronics with a
removable electronics tray

*Polycarbonate cover on 3rd compartment for display purposes only,
will be 14 gauge steel similar to other compartments
Second compartment is designed to hold equipment/gear and has a non-locking lid.

WEAPON STORAGE FLOOR COMPARTMENT DIMENSIONS
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1ST COMPARTMENT - WEAPON
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2ND COMPARTMENT - STORAGE

8.21"
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42.35"

3RD COMPARTMENT - ELECTRONICS

6.31"

15.52"

42.35”

13.5"

37”

REMOVABLE ELECTRONICS TRAY

Third compartment houses a removable electronics tray.*
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Creates an elevated floor in the cargo area of the 2021 Chevy Tahoe.
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